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Abstract

Many people who remain persistently seronegative despite frequent HIV exposure have HIV-specific immune responses. The study of these may provide information about mechanisms of natural protective immunity to HIV-1. We describe the specificity of cytotoxic T lymphocyte responses to HIV in seronegative prostitutes in Nairobi who are apparently resistant to HIV infection. These women have had frequent exposure to a range of African HIV-1 variants, primarily clades A, C, and D, for up to 12 yr without becoming infected. Nearly half of them have CTL directed towards epitopes previously defined for B clade virus, which are largely conserved in the A and D clade sequences. Stronger responses are frequently elicited using the A or D clade version of an epitope to stimulate CTL, suggesting that they were originally primed by exposure to these virus strains. CTL responses have been defined to novel epitopes presented by HLA class I molecules associated with resistance to infection in the cohort, HLA-A*6802 and HLA-B18. Estimates using a modified interferon-gamma Elispot assay indicate a circulating frequency of CTL to individual epitopes of between 1:3,200 and 1:50,000. Thus, HIV-specific immune responses—particularly cross-clade CTL activity—may be responsible for protection against persistent HIV infection in these African women. (J. Clin. Invest. 102:1758–1765.) Key words: human immunodeficiency virus-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes • AIDS in Africa • cross-clade immune responses

Introduction

There is increasing evidence that a substantial proportion of people with documented HIV exposure who remain uninfected generate a range of immune responses to the virus, which include Th-1 helper responses, cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL), and mucosal IgA secretion (1–3), while remaining negative for plasma HIV antibodies. It is not clear whether these immune responses constitute the means of protection against persistent HIV infection or are simply markers of previous exposure to infectious virus. The issue is important to resolve, since it has significant implications for vaccine design.

We previously described the finding of HIV-specific CTL restricted through HLA-B35 in a small group of persistently seronegative Gambian prostitutes; these women remain well and virus-negative by all available assays and continue to have demonstrable circulating CTL activity after several years of follow-up (4) (Dong, T., K. Ariyoshi, P. Krausa, D. Whitby, S. Sabally, T. Corrah, R. Weiss, H. Whittle, A.J. McMichael, and S.L. Rowland-Jones, manuscript submitted for publication). Although these women are presumed to have regular exposure to HIV-infected clients, the intensity of exposure is relatively low in The Gambia (where HIV seroprevalence is ~1–2%) compared with other areas of sub-Saharan Africa. We now describe the detection of persistent CTL activity to a range of HIV epitopes in a group of seronegative women whose exposure to HIV is amongst the highest documented anywhere in the world. The women are part of a cohort of lower-class prostitutes working in the Pumwani-Majengo area of Nairobi, established in 1985 by the Universities of Nairobi and Manitoba (5). HIV seroprevalence in this cohort rose rapidly to ~90–95%; the rate of progression to AIDS in infected women is much shorter (median 3.5 years) than in Western cohorts (6). This may be a consequence of frequent episodes of sexually transmitted diseases and the absence of the protective CCR5 and SDF-1α genotypes found in Caucasians (7). The exceedingly high HIV seroprevalence and incidence (up to 25% per year) imply particularly intense HIV exposure. A small proportion of the women have remained uninfected for up to 12 yr of follow-up, and epidemiological studies in this group strongly suggest genuine resistance to infection (8). This cannot be ascribed to any identifiable behavioral or demographic factors; however, there are associations between resistance and susceptibility with certain class I and class II HLA haplotypes in this cohort (MacDonald, K.S., K.R. Fowke, J. Kimani, V.A. Dunand, N.J.D. Nagelkerke, T.B. Ball, J. Oyugi, N. Ngugi, L. Gaur, R.C. Brunham, J. Wade, S.L. Rowland-Jones, E. Ngugi, J.J. Bwayo, and F.A. Plummer, manuscript submitted for publication). These include associations with protection of the class I A2-A*6802 supertype, individually, with the African subtypes of A2 and A28, A*0202 and A*6802 and, less strongly, HLA-B18. HIV-specific Th-1 and bulk CTL responses have been reported in several members of the resis-
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Donors and controls

The study participants were selected from women in the Pumwani sex-worker cohort in Nairobi, Kenya, which was established in collaboration between the Universities of Nairobi and Manitoba in 1985, as described (5).

The “resistant” women are defined as those remaining seronegative for > 3 yr of follow-up. They remain healthy and persistently seronegative for HIV-1 (ELISA for HIV-1/2.0, Murex); repeated testing for HIV-1 proviral DNA by PCR (using specific primer sets for HIV-1 env, nef, and pol) has always been negative (8).

Control donors were laboratory workers in Oxford at low risk of HIV infection who were identified as having the same class I HLA alleles as those through which CTL responses had been detected in the Nairobi cohort.

The identification of new HLA-A*6802– and B18-restricted epitopes was carried out using CTL established from HIV-seropositive donors in Oxford, Nairobi, and The Gambia.

Donors were fully HLA-typed using ARMS-PCR with sequence-specific primers, as described (23).

Epitope prediction and peptide synthesis

Although the peptide-binding motif has not been determined for HLA-A*6802, we used information about the B and F pocket residues to predict a motif identical to that determined for HLA-A69 (24), namely valine (V) or threonine (T) at P2 and V or leucine (L) at P9. A panel of 49 9-mer peptides was predicted from the A and D consensus sequences of HIV-1 gag, nef, and pol by using this motif.

The other peptides used were selected from a panel of previously defined B clade CTL epitopes (13) on the basis of the donors’ class I haplotypes. Additional peptides representing the A and D clade sequences of these epitopes were also made. Peptides were synthesized by F-moc chemistry using a Zinsser Analytical synthesizer (Advanced Chemtech, Louisville, KY), and purity was established by HPLC. Peptides were dissolved in RPMI medium and concentrations were determined using a bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay (Pierce & Wariner, Chester, England).

CTL studies

Identification of HLA-A*6802-restricted epitopes by using HIV-specific CTL from infected donors. PBMCs were separated from the blood of HIV–1–infected donors with HLA-A*6802 (from the Gambian and Nairobi), and bulk cultures were established by restimulation with autologous PHA-stimulated lymphoblasts as described (25). CTLs were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Gibco Life Technologies, Glasgow, Scotland) with 10% FCS (Gibco Life Technologies), i.e., R/10, and antibiotics for 1 wk, with 10% Lymphohuct T (Biotest, Solihull, England) for the second week. Standard 51-chromium release assays were performed after 2 wk, using HLA-A*6802–matched or mismatched target B-lymphoblastoid cell lines labeled with 51-chromium (Amersham, Buckinghamshire, England) and pulsed with pool of predicted A*6802 epitope peptides or a control influenza peptide at 50 μM. If there was recognition of one of the peptide pools, the experiment was repeated using the individual peptides from the pool. The assays were counted on a flatbed scintillation counter (Wallac, Gaithersburg, MD). Background chromium release was always <20%. Percentage of lysis was calculated from the formula 100 × (E-M)/M, where E is the experimental release, M is the release in the presence of R/10 medium, and T is release in the presence of 5% Triton X-100 detergent. Results were regarded as positive if recognition of the HIV peptide was > 10% above that of a control peptide in at least two separate assays.

CTL studies in the resistant cohort

PBMCs were separated from 10–15 ml heparinized blood, and peptide-stimulated cultures were established using peptide epitopes selected according to the donor’s class I HLA type (4). In brief, the cells were pulsed as a pellet for 1 h with 100 μM of synthetic peptides representing previously defined optimized HIV–1 CTL epitopes, then diluted in R/10 to a final concentration of 10 μM, and cultured at 2 million cells per well in a 24-well Costar plate (Costar, Cambridge, MA). Recombinant IL-7 (a kind gift from Dr. Adrian Minty, Sanofi-Labege, Labege, France) was added to a concentration of 25 ng/ml at the start of the cultures; this facilitates the more efficient generation of specific CTL (26). IL-2, in the form of Lymphocult-T (Biotest), was added to a dilution of 10% on day 3. Assays for specific CTL activity were carried out after 10–14 d in culture, by using autologous or HLA-matched target cells pulsed with the appropriate and control peptides.

Where there were no known epitopes for the donor’s HLA haplotype, some CTL cultures were set up using modified vaccinia Ankara (MVA) expressing gag genes from A and D clade HIV-1 (Dorrell, L., C. O’Callaghan, W. Britton, S. Hambleton, A.J. McMichael, G.L. Smith, S.L. Rowland-Jones, and T. Blanchard, manuscript submitted for publication). The MVA was added directly to donor PBMC at 2 million cells per well in a 24-well Costar plate, at an moi of 1 pfu/30 cells.
Table I. Recognition of Previously Defined Clade B HIV-1 CTL Epitopes in the Nairobi Cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>HLA type</th>
<th>Restriction</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Clade A</th>
<th>Clade B</th>
<th>Clade D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ML 851</td>
<td>A1, A*6802, B8, B7 (*8101)</td>
<td>B7 (*8101)</td>
<td>gag</td>
<td>TPGPGHRYP</td>
<td>TPGPGVRYP</td>
<td>TPGPGHRYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 893</td>
<td>A1, 24, B35, B63</td>
<td>B35</td>
<td>pol</td>
<td>HPDIVYQY</td>
<td>NPDIVYQY</td>
<td>NPEIVYQY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1192</td>
<td>A*202</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>pol</td>
<td>ILKDPVHG</td>
<td>ILKPEVHG</td>
<td>VPLPRTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1203</td>
<td>A80, A*6802, B7, B42</td>
<td>B7</td>
<td>nef</td>
<td>TPGPGHRYP</td>
<td>TPGPGVRYP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1250</td>
<td>A<em>202, A33, B</em>5802, B71</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>p24</td>
<td>SLFNTVATL</td>
<td>SLYNTVATL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1362</td>
<td>A*202, A29, B47</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>pol</td>
<td>ILKDPPVHG</td>
<td>ILKPEVHG</td>
<td>TLANWVKV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1371</td>
<td>A*201, *6802, B18, B45</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>nef</td>
<td>ALKHRAYEL</td>
<td>AFHHVARE</td>
<td>AFEHKAREM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1490</td>
<td>A<em>2301, A</em>7401, B1402, B49</td>
<td>B14</td>
<td>pol</td>
<td>ERYLRDOQL</td>
<td>ERYLDOQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B14</td>
<td>gp41</td>
<td>DRFFKTLRA</td>
<td>DRFYKTLRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B14</td>
<td>p24</td>
<td>DLNMLNTLA</td>
<td>DLNMLNTLA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B49</td>
<td>nef</td>
<td>YPLTFGW</td>
<td>YPLTFGW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1498</td>
<td>A29, A*6802, B1402, B57</td>
<td>B14</td>
<td>p24</td>
<td>DRFFKTLRA</td>
<td>DRFYKTLRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1524</td>
<td>A*6802, A30, B35, B42</td>
<td>B35</td>
<td>gp41</td>
<td>TAYWPNASW</td>
<td>PPVVG81Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A*6802</td>
<td>p24</td>
<td>DTVLEDNL</td>
<td>DTVLEEMNL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CTL were set up from 21 exposed seronegative donors by using the B clade peptide epitopes selected on the basis of class I haplotype. This table shows 10 donors and 20 epitopes for whom a positive response was elicited (defined as > 10% specific lysis on more than one occasion) and shows the extent of variation between the B clade sequence and that of the common Kenyan HIV-1 clades, A and D (substitutions are shown in bold).

cells, then 10% Lymphocult T was added from day 3. The culture was tested for lysis of autologous target cells infected with MVA expressing either the relevant gag gene or a control protein from influenza, at an moi of 10 pfu/cell.

### Elispot assays

A modified Elispot assay to detect peptide-specific IFN-γ release was carried out using either freshly separated or cryopreserved PBMC, as previously described (27, 28). In brief, 96-well nitrocellulose plates were coated with a first-layer antibody to IFN-γ (Mabtech, Stockhol, Sweden); then PBMC were placed in the wells at three input concentrations (2 × 10^5, 10^5 and 5 × 10^5) in duplicate. Cells were pulsed with either no peptide or one of a panel of peptides selected according to the class I HLA–type of the donor, at a final concentration of 10 μM, and the plate incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 16 h. The cells were then washed off and the plate was developed using detector and conjugate antibodies, followed by chromogen. The spots were counted by eye, and the numbers confirmed using a dissecting microscope.

Control assays were carried out under identical conditions by using cells from laboratory workers at low risk of HIV infection with the same class I alleles through which responses had been detected in the resistant cohort. Both HIV and appropriate EBV and influenza A CTL epitopes were used for the control assays, together with PHA-activated PBMCs to confirm cell viability.

### Results

**CTL responses to conserved epitopes can be elicited using clade B peptides.** Molecular HLA typing of prostitutes who had been persistently seronegative throughout 3 yr of follow-up revealed 21 women with at least one class I HLA molecule for which clade B HIV epitopes had previously been defined. CTL directed towards several of these epitopes were detected in 10 of these women after 10–14 d in vitro culture of their PBMCs with the appropriate peptide. Assays were regarded as positive if there was > 10% specific lysis of peptide-pulsed target cells at two different E/T ratios in at least two separate experiments. Results were regarded as equivocal if specific lysis was over 10% in only one experiment or at < 5–10% in two separate experiments.

The epitopes recognized and the extent of variation between them in the consensus sequences of clades A, B, and D are shown in Table I. Of the 20 epitopes recognized, 7 are conserved across the consensus sequences of clades A, B, and D. Only 2 show more than one amino acid substitution between the A and B clade sequences. It was possible to repeat studies in four women positive for CTL on the first testing after 18 mo; CTL of the same specificities were elicited in all four.

CTL were not elicited in seven women despite their having HLA types for which at least one CTL epitope had been described (e.g., HLA-A*0201, A*301). One had a strong A2-restricted CTL response to an influenza A peptide but not to four different HIV epitopes. In the remaining women, assays were thought to be equivocal, i.e., peptide-specific lysis of 5–10% on more than one assay.

The same protocol was used with PBMC from 12 laboratory workers at low risk of HIV infection who had the appro-
appropriate HLA alleles. No CTL were detected to a total of 14 HIV peptides presented by HLA-A*0201, B7, B14, B18, and B35, although 4 gave A2-restricted influenza-specific responses, and 2 had B35-restricted EBV and influenza CTL.

**Preferential recognition of A and D clade epitope sequences.** For some donors, CTL assays were repeated 18 mo later using the A or D clade version of an epitope peptide. In most cases, CTL showed preferential recognition of these peptides; in some cases, use of the A/D clade peptides allowed detection of responses not previously elicited with the B clade version. Examples of these responses are shown in Fig. 1, and the peptide sequences are shown in Table II.

![Figure 1](image)

The PBMC of three donors whose HLA type was unknown at the time of the blood sample were restimulated using a mixture of modified vaccinia Ankara recombinants (MVAs) expressing A, C, and D clade gag genes (Dorrell, L., C. O’Callaghan, W. Britton, S. Hambleton, A.J. McMichael, G.L. Smith, S.L. Rowland-Jones, and T. Blanchard, manuscript submitted for publication), then tested on autologous B cell lines infected with each recombinant vaccinia. One donor (ML1482) showed a reproducible CTL response to D clade gag (Fig. 2) but did not recognize the other clades.

**Identification of novel HLA-A*6802– and B18-restricted epitopes in protease, reverse transcriptase, and gag.** HLA-A*6802–

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>Restriction</th>
<th>Epitope</th>
<th>Clade A</th>
<th>Clade B</th>
<th>Clade D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ML 1250</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>p17 (A)</td>
<td>SLFNTVATL</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>SLYNTVATL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1362</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>pol (A)</td>
<td>ILKDPPVHG</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>ILKEPVHG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1490</td>
<td>B14</td>
<td>p24</td>
<td>DRFFKTLRA</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>DRFYKTLRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B49</td>
<td>nef</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YPLTGWCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1498</td>
<td>B14</td>
<td>p24</td>
<td>DLNNMLNII</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>DLNTMLNTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML 1524</td>
<td>B35</td>
<td>p24</td>
<td>PPIPVGEIY</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>PPIPVGEIY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CTL from exposed seronegative donors set up using on either the B clade epitope or the A/D equivalent show preferential recognition of the peptide from the African clades.
restricted CTL responses were identified from a bulk culture established from an HIV-infected Gambian donor, FS (HLA-A*6802; B17, 18) and used to screen a panel of 49 predicted A*6802-restricted A and D clade epitopes. Four were recognized: one in p17, 124-132, QVSQNYPIV (clade B/D), two in the protease 85-93, DTVLEEMNL (clade B/D) and 58-66, ITLWQRPLV (conserved in all clades), and one in reverse transcriptase, 518-526, DVKQLTEVV (clade A) (Fig. 3). CTL bulk cultures were established from a further seven HIV-seropositive Kenyan donors with A*6802, and the recognition of all four epitopes was confirmed using target cells matched only through HLA-A*6802.

An HLA-B*1801–restricted response to gag was identified using bulk cultures from two HIV-1–infected Caucasian donors and mapped to a 10-mer of sequence FRDYVDRFYK, p24 291-300. This lies in a highly conserved region of the gag protein, where it overlaps a number of epitopes presented by several other class I molecules (29).

**HLA-A*6802–restricted CTL in the resistant cohort.** CTL responses to the A*6802 peptides were assessed in eight of the resistant cohort. Two donors made reproducible responses of >10% specific lysis to the protease epitope, DTVLEEMNL; these donors also made CTL response through other class I alleles (Table I). Equivocal responses (i.e., 5–10% specific lysis in more than one assay) were made to this epitope and to the second protease epitope in three further donors. It was not possible to test CTL responses in peptide-stimulated cultures by using the B18 epitope, although a strong ELISPOT response was detected using frozen PBMCs from donor 887, as described below.

**CTL frequency assessed by ELISPOT assays.** ELISPOT assays were carried out using fresh or frozen PBMC from nine donors, and the positive results are shown in Fig. 4. This estimates peptide-specific CTL frequencies at between 1:50,000 and 1:3,200 in six donors, four of whom had previously been tested for CTL activity by using peptide-stimulated cultures of fresh PBMC. For two donors, the ELISPOT assays confirmed previous CTL results, but in the others, activity was elicited by ELISPOT that had been absent (ML 935) or equivocal (ML 1437) in CTL cultures. The strongest response was to the B18 p24

---

**Figure 2.** CTLs were established from donor ML1482 by culturing PBMC with modified vaccinia Ankara (MVA) expressing clade D gag, at an moi of 1 pfu/30 PBMC in the presence of IL-2. After 2 wk, the culture was tested for recognition of autologous B cells infected with MVA (moi 10 pfu/cell) expressing either clade D gag (right) or influenza A nucleoprotein (left).

**Figure 3.** A CTL bulk culture from HIV-infected Gambian donor FS was tested for recognition of a panel of 49 peptides from the A and D clade consensus sequences of HIV gag, pol, and nef, which were predicted to contain the required motif for HLA-A*6802. After an initial screening on pools of peptides, individual peptides from the pools were tested. This assay shows the results of an experiment to confirm recognition of the four positive peptides identified from these screening experiments. Bulk CTL were used at E/T ratio of 40:1, and the target cells were autologous B cells pulsed with peptides at 10 μM.
peptide in donor ML887, for whom CTL cultures had not been possible.

Control studies were performed using cells from six low-risk laboratory workers with HLA-A*0201, A*1101, A*6802, B18, and B35 and a total of 13 different HIV epitope peptides. There were no responses to any of the HIV peptides, although one donor responded to an A2-restricted influenza epitope (spot forming units [SFU] = 35/10^5 PBMC) and another to an A2-restricted EBV epitope (SFU = 61/10^5 PBMC).

**Discussion**

Although important observations about potential mechanisms of resistance to HIV infection have been made in several exposed seronegative cohorts, the Nairobi cohort is striking for both the intensity and variety of HIV exposure in the women. The extent of exposure, daily over many years, and the diversity of potential infecting strains of HIV are certainly the greatest reported anywhere in the world. Thus, an understanding of how the handful of women who remain seronegative have resisted HIV infection, in some instances for more than a decade, is of great significance towards unravelling the mechanisms of protective immunity to this virus. Resistance in this cohort cannot be attributed to any known behavioral or demographic factors (8); therefore, attention has turned to immunological and genetic mechanisms. These studies demonstrate a potential role for HIV-specific CTL in mediating protection and make it unlikely that coreceptor polymorphism is an important factor.

The CTL studies reported here used a very sensitive technique for eliciting memory peptide-specific CTL (26), which generated HIV-specific CTL from just under half the women studied; however, this is likely to be an underestimate. Although there is now an extensive database of CTL epitopes for a range of HLA types (13), these have largely been defined in Western cohorts consisting predominantly of Caucasians infected with clade B virus. Since CTL can be exquisitely sensitive to single amino acid substitutions (30), interclade variation between CTL epitopes makes it likely that some epitopes are unique to particular clades; this article presents some novel A and D clade epitopes, and work is under way to define further epitopes in donors infected with African strains of HIV (Dorrell, L., T. Dong, G.S. Ogg, S. Lister, S. McAdam, T. Rostron, C. Conlon, A.J. McMichael, and S.L. Rowland-Jones, manuscript submitted for publication). Thus, the use of B clade reagents to elicit CTL may fail to detect strong responses to unique epitopes in African HIV-1 clades. This is supported by the fact that stronger CTL responses could be elicited using A and D clade versions of previously defined B clade epitopes. A further limitation is that most epitopes have been mapped for Caucasian class I HLA molecules, and little is known about HIV antigen presentation through common African alleles. In this study, we describe epitopes presented by HLA-A*6802, which is the common African subtype of A28 and rare in Caucasians. Thus, we cannot exclude the presence of CTL in the remainder of the cohort to epitopes that are either unique to a particular clade or restricted by African HLA molecules for which epitope mapping has not been carried out. However, the responses detected in these women were largely to conserved epitopes, which logically are more likely to mediate protection against the diverse range of HIV strains that they encounter. Once primed these responses could be boosted by continuing exposure; this would explain why CTLs are detected repeatedly in the women, whereas they appear to be transient after single exposure, such as after needle-stick injury (31) or perinatal exposure (32).

**Figure 4.** PBMC from different donors were cultured overnight with optimized HIV epitope peptides selected on the basis of their class I haplotype in a standard IFN-γ Elispot assay. The results shown are the positive results for six different donors, where each bar represents the number of spots produced by 10^5 PBMC with each peptide at 10 μM, after subtraction of the no peptide controls.
Both class I and II HLA alleles are associated with reduced risk of HIV-1 infection (MacDonald, K.S., K.R. Fowke, J. Kimani, V.A. Dunand, N.J.D. Nagelkerke, T.B. Ball, J. Oyugi, E. Njagi, L. Gaur, R.C. Brunham, J. Wade, S.L. Rowland-Jones, E. Ngugi, J.J. Bwayo, and F.A. Plummer, manuscript submitted for publication); the strongest protective associations with individual class I molecules are with HLA-A*6802, A*0202, and B18. One interpretation would be that these class I HLA molecules are restricting elements for particularly efficient HIV-specific CTL responses or present epitopes, which are highly conserved between HIV-1 variants. We describe here novel CTL epitopes presented by HLA-A*6802 and B18 that lie in conserved regions of the virus, providing some support for the latter hypothesis. The B18 epitope lies in the remarkably conserved major homology region of gag p24 (29), which is critically important in viral particle assembly (33). Two of the A*6802 epitopes are in the protease, where CTL epitopes have not previously been defined; these may also be regions of the virus where mutability is limited by functional constraints. Further studies are necessary to determine whether or not CTL responses through HLA-B18 and A*6802 are more effective than those through other class I alleles; however, in these studies, we detected strong CTL using several other HLA molecules, while the responses through A*6802 were relatively weak. Another observation in the HLA studies is that a supermotif that comprises some A2 subtypes (A*0202, *0205, and *214) and A*6802 is strongly associated with HIV resistance on multivariate analysis. Although distinct peptide-binding motifs are recognized for individual class I molecules, there is a degree of overlap in peptide-binding ability between related alleles, which can therefore form a functional superfamily. Extensive overlap in peptide presentation was recently demonstrated for HIV-specific CTL restricted by members of the A3 superfamily (34), where the same epitopes could be presented by HLA-A3 and A11, and even recognized when presented by one molecule by CTL clones restricted by the other allele. Functional overlap between members of the A2 and A28 superfamily has been found in some (35, 36) but not all (24) studies. More recently, the same EBV epitope was shown to be presented by cells expressing several members of this class I family, including A*0201, A*0202, A*6802, and A*6901 (37). These studies show that HLA-A*202 can bind many of the same peptides as HLA-A*201, and in this study, we demonstrate recognition of epitopes previously defined for A*201 in donors with A*202. Furthermore, one of the A*6802 epitopes is also restricted by A*7401 (not shown), and we have found that another is presented by A26 (Dorrell, L., T. Dong, G.S. Ogg, S. Lister, S. McAdam, T. Rostron, C. Conlon, A.J. McMichael, and S.L. Rowland-Jones, manuscript submitted for publication); although these class I molecules have not been ascribed to the A2 superfamily, these observations reinforce the concept of cross-reactivity between some class I molecules for HIV epitopes.

There is now a substantial body of evidence that T cell responses to HIV can be elicited from exposed individuals in the absence of detectable infection, without the development of circulating HIV-specific IgG antibodies, which are the hallmark of persistent HIV infection (2, 38). Animal experiments point to CD8+ cellular responses as potential mediators of protection against HIV. SCID mice reconstituted with PBMC from exposed seronegative individuals were protected against HIV infection even though their CD4+ cells were susceptible to HIV infection in vitro; this protection resided in the CD8+ cell population, which showed HIV antigen-specific secretion of IFN-γ in an ELispot assay (39). Macaques exposed to but not infected with HIV-2 were protected from subsequent mucosal challenge with SIV; the protected animals had SIV/HIV-specific CTL activity in the absence of serum antibodies (40). It seems likely that transient infection with replication-competent virus is necessary to prime these cellular responses, but this has not yet been unequivocally demonstrated.

One of the most important mechanisms of HIV resistance in Caucasians is the possession of mutations that abolish cell-surface expression of the coreceptor for most primary HIV strains, CCR5 (15, 41). The CCR5 Δ32 mutation has not been found in Africans (20), and an extensive search in this cohort has not revealed any additional coding mutations that might affect CCR5 coreceptor function, such as the recently described m303 substitution (41). The levels of CCR5 expression on cells from these women are generally high, and their cells are extremely susceptible to infection with both NSI and SI strains of virus (22), which makes an as yet unidentified coreceptor abnormality most unlikely.

Thus, in this most highly exposed of cohorts, the distinguishing feature of the resistant group is the presence of circulating broadly cross-reactive HIV-specific CTL in the absence of detectable HIV infection. These findings suggest that resistance in this group is probably immune mediated and supports the concept that a successful vaccine against diverse strains of HIV infection will have to elicit a broad range of HIV-specific CTL responses (42).
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